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Assemblymember Steck
IS DELIVERING RESULTS
FOR OUR FAMILIES
PROTECTING YOUR
HARD-EARNED MONEY

PRESERVING THE
ENVIRONMENT

STANDING AGAINST
GUN VIOLENCE

Steck authored and passed
legislation to protect employees
from wage theft by holding limited
liability corporations (LLCs) located
in other countries to the same
standards as those located here in
New York (A.5131).

Steck co-sponsored
legislation to amend
the state constitution to
guarantee all New Yorkers
have the right to clean air
and water (A.6279).

Steck helped make the Domestic
Violence Escalation Prevention
Act law to keep guns out of the
wrong hands by prohibiting
an individual who has been
convicted of a domestic
violence crime from purchasing
or possessing a firearm (Ch. 60
of 2018).

To protect you from being
taken advantage of by fake
or fraudulent charities, Steck
introduced and passed a bill that
requires fundraisers to inform
potential donors of the state
attorney general’s resources on
charitable giving (A.2688-B). The
attorney general’s report and other
information on charitable giving can
be found at www.charitiesnys.com.
He also authored and passed
legislation to crack down on
unfair and oppressive contracts,
including ones that force
consumers, including families of
those in nursing homes, to arbitrate
in other states (A.2855).

To help ensure we’re doing
our part for a greener
tomorrow, he co-sponsored
legislation to establish
statewide greenhouse
gas emission limits and
require that 50 percent of
New York’s electricity is
produced by renewable
energy systems by 2030
(A.8270-B).
He also co-sponsored
legislation to ensure
owners of petroleum
storage facilities,
vessels and railroads are
responsible for cleaning
up leaks and spills (A.1773).
This lifts the burden of costly
cleanups off taxpayers.

He also passed legislation
to establish an “extreme risk
protection order” to remove
firearms from people
demonstrating a serious threat
to themselves or others (A.11148).
He helped pass measures to
ban bump stocks (A.9958) and
extend the waiting period for
those purchasing a gun who have
not cleared a background check
(A.2406).
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